QUIZ: SCIENCE and TECHNOLOGY

Answer these fourteen questions to score your vocabulary knowledge.

1. Where should you go to find an asteroid?
   a) the sun
   b) space
   c) your kitchen
   d) a mountain

2. Which of the following things can you clone?
   a) your friend
   b) a book
   c) a spaceship
   d) a radio

3. In which of the following places can you find an engine?
   a) in a magazine
   b) in a zoo
   c) in your ear
   d) in a car

4. Which of the following animals is extinct?
   a) dinosaurs
   b) elephants
   c) mice
   d) bats

5. Which of these adjectives best describes the word ‘fossil’?
   a) old
   b) intelligent
   c) dangerous
   d) electric

6. You can find books in a library. What can you find in a galaxy?
   a) food
   b) animals
   c) telescopes
   d) stars

7. Biology is the study of life. What is geology?
   a) the study of people
   b) the study of time
   c) the study of the earth
   d) the study of fish

8. In which of the following places can you find gravity?
   a) the sun
   b) the moon
   c) the earth
   d) all of the above

9. What will you probably look at with a microscope?
   a) an ant
   b) an elephant
   c) a planet
   d) your feet

10. Which of the following things orbits the earth?
    a) stars
    b) the sun
    c) the moon
    d) mountains

11. An apple is a kind of fruit. A robot is a kind of ….
    a) book
    b) machine
    c) plant
    d) animal

12. In which of the following places can you find a satellite?
    a) in space
    b) in a living room
    c) inside a computer
    d) in your brain

13. What can you find at the center of the solar system?
    a) stars
    b) the sun
    c) the earth
    d) the moon

14. Which place can you travel to if you get on a submarine?
    a) to the moon
    b) deep in the ocean
    c) a library
    d) inside a volcano

13 – 14 = Excellent  
11 – 12 = Good  
9 – 10 = Study More!
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Aims  Vocabulary practice; self-assessment, or formal assessment
Level  Intermediate to Advanced
Time   Approximately 10 – 15 minutes

ANSWER KEY

My Notes

1. B  8. D
2. A  9. A
3. D  10. C
5. A  12. A
7. C  14. B

Grades as percentages:

14 / 14 = 100%
13 / 14 = 93%
12 / 14 = 86%
11 / 14 = 79%
10 / 14 = 71%
 9 / 14 = 64%
 8 / 14 = 57%
 7 / 14 = 50%
 6 / 14 = 43%
 5 / 14 = 36%
 4 / 14 = 29%
 3 / 14 = 21%
 2 / 14 = 14%
 1 / 14 =  7%
 0 / 14 =  0%